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Critical Load consists of the following components:

- Cranking power to all units with a hot start time four hours or less*
- Off-site Nuclear Station Light and Power (to maintain safe shutdown)
- Critical Natural Gas Infrastructure (such as electric compressors)

Exceptions or additions to the criteria shown above will be allowed with PJM approval:

- SOS-T endorsement will be sought for these exceptions and additions.
- One such example could be to address coping power needs for steam units that cannot be supplied by resources other than Black Start.

*Note: For generating stations with multiple units (0-4 hour start), consider the impact on restoration time if only enough critical load was carried to start one of the units at the station. This unit could then supply the other units at the station with auxiliary power. If doing this would increase restoration time significantly, critical load will be identified for all units at the station. Consideration will also be given to whether plant personnel can start all units at the plant in parallel given physical plant or resource constraints.
• During detailed discussions with TOs regarding Critical Load amounts a couple issues came up
  – Cranking power for intermittent generation
    • Would not want this generation online early in a restoration due to impact on frequency variability
  – Cranking power for small (<10 MW) units
    • Would not be a benefit for overall restoration to establish cranking paths to very small units early in a System Restoration
  – Complex cranking paths for minimum ICAP gain
  – Non-dispatchable units or units with very high minimum limits
Next Steps

• Continue to work with TOs to address these exceptions
• Confirmation of data with Generation Owners
• Utilize existing exception process with SOS-T as needed